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Abstract—Enhanced wireless communication improves the connectivity of vehicular networks in which vehicles are utilized as
infrastructures for communication and computation. Thus, a new concept “Vehicular Edge Computing (VEC)” is formed. As VEC
utilizes a collaborative multitude of near-user edge resources (i.e. vehicles) in the Internet of Vehicles, the capability of these joint
resources becomes heterogeneous especially in their movements. Therefore, one critical problem is how to efficiently schedule each
task under such mobile environments. For the reason, we propose a hybrid dynamic scheduling scheme (HDSS) that has the ability to
optimize the task scheduling dynamically based on the changeable system environments. HDSS provides a decision function (DF) to
select a better-performed scheduling algorithm from two provided candidates: the queue-based dynamic scheduling (QDS) algorithm
and the time-based dynamic scheduling (TDS). QDS coincides with the Join-the-Shortest Queue scheme, which decides the
scheduling by sorting out a server with the shortest queue-length; nevertheless, TDS is novel scheme that is designed to implement
task allocation by estimating the waiting time of each server in order to select a server with the fastest response. Finally, this research
generates formal models of each scheduling algorithm and the hybrid scheduling scheme to conduct performance evaluation with a
fluid flow approximation technique. The analysis results in a superior performance of HDSS in the unstable VEC environments.
Index Terms—Internet of Vehicles, Edge Computing, Scheduling Algorithm, Formal Modelling.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
INTERNET of vehicles (IoV) is considered a crucial partof intelligent transportation systems (ITS), as they can
support a rich set of mobile services from large-scale data
sharing to comprehensive computing services [1]. IoV sys-
tems are able to take on more service demands, such as
complex computation, large-scale storage and high-level
data dissemination. Therefore, to meet these demands, new
technologies are developed but still have limitations. Tra-
ditional central cloud services generate extra latency due
to frequent upstream/downstream transmissions [2]; future
cellular networks provide high data rate and capacity but
are still limited in spectrum resources [3]; RSUs enlarge com-
munication capacity of vehicular networks, however their
full area deployment requires extreme-high construction
cost [4]. Mobile cloud computing supports powerful compu-
tational capability but is also costly and time consuming es-
pecially for real-time computation demand due to its client-
server communication architecture [5]; and requires extra
virtual resource management supported by a high quality
of network connections and road-side infrastructures [6].
Therefore, it remains a great challenge for researchers to
explore an efficient solution to deal with communication
and computation demands of IoV systems [7], [8].
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Nowadays, a growing number of vehicles will suffer
from a heavy traffic with slow-moving speed especially
in an urban environment. If most future vehicles are fully
equipped with smart systems and networking devices, they
will be considered underutilized resources. Thus, full use of
these resources will greatly expand the physical capability
of IoV systems. Thus, the new concept of ”Vehicular Edge
Computing (VEC)” is formed. Specifically, VEC is an archi-
tecture that wirelessly connects a collaborative multitude
of on-board equipments to conduct a substantial amount
of communication and computation [9]. VEC benefits data
transmission, computing, storage and other application ser-
vices due to its new features, such as the proximity to
end users, dense geographical distribution and support for
mobility [10]. Based on these advantages, VEC is considered
for various applications, such as vehicular crowdsourcing
applications [11] and delay-sensitive applications for smart
cities [12]. However, as VEC joints various distributed re-
sources, these resources are not always standing still, but
sometimes keeping movements. In VEC systems, idle ve-
hicular resources can be logically used by a set of virtual
servers that are reached by nearby users. In this way, the
users can offload their tasks from a root vehicle to these
virtual servers and retrieve the computational results with
low network latency. As the virtual edge servers are usu-
ally composed of geographically distributed resources (e.g.,
slow moving and parked vehicles nearby), a fundamental
and crucial problem is where to offload a task from a root
vehicle. This is a scheduling problem. There were some
researches of scheduling in different views, such as security-
based scheduling algorithm [13], fault recovery aware task
scheduling [14], energy-efficient scheduling [15] and data-
parallel frameworks [16]. However, most of investigated
studies assume the scheduling operation in a homogeneous
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system environment. Actually, in a real-world edge system,
both server capability and job stream usually exist in a
changeable situation, which can be represented by a stochas-
tic process with a varying mean. For example, job streams
usually reach the peak value in rushing hours and then
drops to the lowest rate; on the other hand, virtual servers
also have unstable capability due to moveable resources
especially in a VEC system. Thus, there are two crucial
issues that are: how to efficiently utilize these resources and
how to guarantee the quality of service in such a mobile
environment.
To address these issues, this paper mainly considers
dynamic scheduling under the homogeneous VEC systems.
The proposed hybrid dynamic scheduling scheme (HDSS)
aims to adaptively select an optimal scheduling algorithm
according to the current system conditions. In the HDSS,
there are two candidate scheduling algorithms: a queue-
based dynamic scheduling algorithm (QDS), which is de-
signed by dynamically altering the scheduling process in
terms of the transient queue length of servers coinciding
with the traditional Join-the-Shortest-Queue scheme [17];
and a novel time-based dynamic scheduling algorithm
(TDS), which decides the scheduling operation based on a
prediction of server’s response time rather than the length
of waiting queue. To evaluate the performance of both algo-
rithms, formal analysis are conducted by implementing two
algorithms in VEC systems models with various conditions.
Then, the architecture of HDSS is designed based on the
analysis, which can improve the efficiency and adaptivity of
the dynamic scheduling scheme. Further experiments reveal
the superior performance of HDSS by comparing with a
similar scheme that is mainly based on JSQ algorithm. To ob-
tain transient performance measurements, a novel stochastic
modelling technique, Performance Evaluation Process Al-
gebra (PEPA), is applied due to its strengths in formality
and compositionality, as well as a novel fluid-flow analysis
by solving a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
derived from PEPA models.
Section 2 enhances the necessity and main contributions
of our work by reviewing the related researches. Section 3
introduces a model framework of scheduling operation in
a VEC system. Section 4 defines two dynamic scheduling
algorithms. Section 5 presents the details of proposed HDSS.
Section 6 demonstrates the modelling details of HDSS with
two dynamic scheduling algorithms; thereafter, the fluid-
flow analysis is conducted to evaluate the performance of
two dynamic scheduling algorithms and HDSS in Section 7.
Section 8 finally concludes the whole research and discusses
a sustained research plan.
2 RELATED WORK
Scheduling problem is still a research focus in distributed
clustering computing area. For example, a general taxon-
omy is presented by Lopes [18] to demonstrate scheduling
problems and related solutions in distributed systems. Over
100 recent scheduling problems and solutions are men-
tioned in the taxonomy.
During past years, cloud computing became popular
due to its new form of Internet-based computing. To en-
sure efficient use of cloud services, a growing number of
researches focus on scheduling of tasks, resources or work-
flows on a cloud platform. A stochastic model is considered
by Maguluri [19] for a cloud computing cluster in which
arriving jobs follow a stochastic process and request vir-
tual machines (VMs). In the research, several widely used
algorithms are explored by a stochastic model, such as
MaxWeight algorithm, Best-Fit scheduling algorithm and
Join-the-Shortest-Queue (JSQ) algorithm based on the eval-
uation of throughput and time delay of these alternative
algorithms. Moreover, there are many other researches of
scheduling problems in cloud computing, which have been
summarized by Tsai [20]. Additionally, recent scheduling
research turns to the edge of network as a result of mass data
transmission between wirelessly connected mobile devices.
Growing data stream becomes a burden of network and
central servers; thus, edge-devices are considered extended
resources to provide computation and storage services.
Thereafter, a growing number of researchers begin their
study on the scheduling problems of such edge or fog com-
puting environments. Tan [23] develops a general schedul-
ing model to minimize response time in the condition
that jobs are generated randomly from mobile devices and
offloaded to edge servers with upload/download delays.
Zeng’s research [24] proposes an efficient task scheduling
and resource management strategy to minimize task com-
pletion time through a mixed-integer non-linear program-
ming solution. Additionally, Bittencourt [25] investigates
scheduling algorithms of fog computing in the view of
application performance that is effected by user mobility.
According to literature reviews, researchers, e.g., Feng
[21], [22], explores a framework which aggregates vehicular
edge resources to proved computation services, and then
develops two decentralized solutions to achieve efficient
resource sharing by using multiaccess networks. Moreover,
some other researches investigate task scheduling (e.g.,
[23], [24], [25]) or resource allocation (e.g., [26], [27], [28])
issues for fog computing systems; furthermore, all these
researches have limitations in discussing a homogeneous
system conditions especially for the edge systems. Although
Mahmood [29] mentioned the heterogeneous issues of ve-
hicular networking resources and used edge-based caching
to improve network performance, its solution is developed
in the view of resource management rather than a schedul-
ing approach. Nevertheless, Mukhopadhyay [30] mentioned
a hybrid JSQ-based scheduling scheme that is designed
for a heterogeneous processor-sharing systems. In this re-
search, traditional JSQ algorithm is used together with other
scheduling schemes to efficiently fit a heterogeneous system
environment. Suppose in a VEC system with heterogeneous
server capability, a server with shorter queue length may
not generate faster response when its serving capability is
occasionally reduced to a lower level due to the leaving of
vehicular resources. Thus, a more accurate decision method
should be based on the estimated response time for the
current task rather. Hence, our research also considered
the scheduling issue in a heterogeneous environment, but
proposed a completely novel scheduling algorithm (TDS)
that makes a scheduling decision on the basis of shortest
response time rather than the queue length. Furthermore,
a hybrid scheduling scheme using the proposed TDS is
designed for heterogeneous VEC systems.
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The contributions can be highlighted: First, a novel time-
based dynamic scheduling (TDS) algorithm is proposed for
VEC systems with heterogeneous server capacity; Second, a
hybrid dynamic scheduling scheme (HDSS) is designed to
apply multiple scheduling algorithms to a more comprehen-
sive system environment; Third, a novel formal framework
is also developed to model a dynamic scheduling process
by using decision functions in the models.
3 VFC SCHEDULING MODEL
This section introduces a sketch of scheduling model on
a scenario of VEC systems. To clearly illustrate the formal
definition, a set of major notations should be specified in
Table 1.
TABLE 1
Notations in Formal VEC Model
Notations Descriptions
J ; S Task set and server set.
j; s Singular task and singular server.
p(Q) Queue-based dynamic scheduling algorithm.
p(T ) Time-based dynamic scheduling algorithm.
V ar(r) A function representing system conditions.
DSF (v1, v2) Decision function with inputs derived from V ar(r).
To facilitate the understanding of HDSS, the section
utilzes a scenario of VEC systems as shown in Fig. 1. In such
a VEC system, each virtual server (e.g., S1 and S2 in Fig. 1)
usually comprises a set of mobile vehicular peers, and the
mobility causes these heterogeneous conditions such as the
varying virtual server resources and incoming-task streams.
Unlike the cloud or cluster server systems supported by
stable physical resources, VEC systems usually suffer from
heterogeneous system conditions and result in negative
effect on performance and service quality. These heteroge-
neous features require dynamic scheduling algorithms to
adaptively and efficiently dispatch tasks to servers. The
key issue is to design efficient dynamic special scheduling
algorithms towards diverse system conditions such as vary-
ing arrivals and server capacity. To address the issue, this
research aims to design a hybrid scheduling scheme with
embedded novel or classic dynamic scheduling algorithms
that can be selected by a decision support function through
detecting system conditions.
To formally define the scheduling algorithms, a set of
entities need be specified on the basis of notations in Table 1.
First, each task in the system is specified as a 4-tuple jk =<
k, v, λ, p >, jk ∈ J (k = 1, 2, · · · , n), in which k is the task
ID, v is the index of a source vehicle, λ is the task generation
rate, and p is the selected scheduling algorithm for a given
task; Second, each server resource is represented as a 3-tuple
si =< i, v, µ >, si ∈ S (i = 1, 2, · · · ,m), in which i is the
server ID, v is the index of vehicle that provides physical
resources, and µ is the capability of a given server. Fig. 1
depicts a general task scheduling procedure in VEC systems.
As shown in Fig. 1, vehicular service is supported by
several sets of vehicles (e.g., S1 and S2) that are moving on
the road or parking nearby. A source vehicle holds a series
of tasks that is defined as the set J , and thereby each task
HDS: 
Road Side 
Infrastructure
Server Set: S1 
Task Set: J
Server Set: S2 
Task QueueIDAlgorithmSelection
p(Q) p(T)
Source Vehicle
Vehicular Service
Fig. 1. VEC Scheduling Model
is sent to a queue of VEC monitor that manages vehicular
servers in a local area. Next, queuing tasks are forwarded
to a hybrid dynamic scheduler (HDS) to start a scheduling
procedure. HDS first performs a selection of scheduling al-
gorithm by invoking a decision-support function defined as
DSF (v1, v2) which accepts the outputs of function V ar(r)
indicating the present system conditions. Thereafter, the
result of DSF (v1, v2) is used to determine which factor (i.e.,
either varying server capability or incoming-task streams)
has a greater variation in the current system environment.
Thereafter, a more appropriate scheduling algorithm (i.e.,
p(Q) or p(T )) is confirmed by the decision-support function.
Finally, with the confirmed scheduling algorithm, each task
is dispatched to a selected server set (e.g., S1 or S2). Details
of dynamic scheduling algorithms and decision-support
function will be presented in the following section.
4 SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
In the multi-server system, scheduling process generally
dispatches tasks to one of potential servers with a given
constant probability, which is called “Static Scheduling”. It is
the simplest scheduling algorithm that is also named “Ran-
dom Scheduling” in the condition of equivalent probability
allocating to each server. Random scheduling is initially
used for distributed system due to its low computation cost;
however, with the development of computing technology,
such simple random scheme might be deemed inapplicable
to heterogeneous system environments, such as cloud or
edge systems, as these systems make great demand on
their performance (e.g., short queue length, fast response
time and high throughput). For this reason, efficiency-aware
scheduling scheme is required to ensure QoS.
This section will define a queue-based dynamic schedul-
ing algorithm (QDS) and a novel time-based dynamic
scheduling algorithm (TDS).
4.1 QDS: Queue-based Dynamic Scheduling
Owing to the consideration of heterogeneous systems, a
classic scheduling algorithm (Join-the-Shortest-Queue, JSQ)
is considered an appropriate option. JSQ is traditional but
also popular in today’s systems by specifying new schedul-
ing mechanism based on JSQ (e.g., Ref. [30]). As such we
extend the classic JSQ to a dynamic mode by giving its
definition as follows.
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Definition 1. QDS Algorithm
Queue-based Dynamic Scheduling (QDS) algorithm is defined for
a scheduling process in which each task is scheduled to a target
server with the shortest waiting queue at a given time point.
QDS algorithm is formally represented with p(Q) that
is composed of a decision function DFQDS(t) to make the
scheduling decision. According to QDS algorithm’s defini-
tion, p(Q) can be formulated as:
p(Q) = Cq ·DFQDS(t) = Cq · 1
T [Q(t)]
, (1)
where Cq is a constant coefficient that is set on account of
system environment; t is a transient time point and T [Q(t)]
represents the transient queue-length at time t under QDS
algorithm.
According to Eq.(1), QDS algorithm that is represented
by p(Q) is implemented by a decision function DFQDS(t),
which can be computed in a scheduling process to decide
the dynamic dispatch of tasks. As it follows the principle of
JSQ algorithm and its computation can be easily achieved in
operation, the formal proof is omitted in this section.
4.2 TDS: Time-based Dynamic Scheduling
With our investigation, JSQ-based scheduling scheme bene-
fits a system that consists of distinct servers with different
processing speeds. Nevertheless, today’s heterogeneous sys-
tems, such as VEC systems, have not only distinct servers
but also unstable capability at each server because these
servers leverage changeable physical resources that are pro-
vided by moveable vehicles. In this situation, the number
of queuing tasks is no longer the unique decisive factor of
scheduling. In other words, a longer waiting queue might
not mean the consistent longer waiting time due to the
varying processing speed of servers. As a result, the JSQ-
based scheduling algorithm may not make a right decision
only based on the number of waiting tasks. For the reason,
an alternative Time-based dynamic scheduling algorithm is
presented and defined in this subsection.
Definition 2. TDS Algorithm
Time-based Dynamic Scheduling (TDS) algorithm is defined for
a scheduling process in which the scheduling decision is made on
the basis of completion time of all queuing tasks of each server at
a specified time point.
In the definition of TDS, p(T ) is used to represent the al-
gorithm. Similarly, p(T ) can be represented with a decision
function DFTDS(t) that is utilized to support the schedul-
ing decision . The TDS algorithm, p(T ) can be formally
represented as:
p(T ) = CT ·DFTDS(t) = CT · E[Rs(K)]
T [R(t)]
, (2)
where CT is a factor given by system environments and
E[Rs(K)] is the average response time of a server with K
users; T [R(t)] is the transient response time at time point
t. From Eq.(2), the value of E[RsK)] is fixed, when T [R(t)]
increases which causes the decrease of DFTDS(t), tasks will
be sent to the corresponding server with a slower rate. In
other words, this means that less tasks will be scheduled
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Fig. 2. M |M |1||K Terminal Model
to the server with increased T [R(t)] based on the decision
function DFTDS(t).
Nevertheless, in above Eq.(2), E[Rs(K)] is an estimated
average response time that is obtained from approximation
rather than the accurately measured value. Thus, a crucial
problem is how to approximate such a E[Rs(K)]. Here,
we use M |M |1||K terminal model in queuing theory to
approximate E[Rs(K)].
Before starting further proof, we need introduce the
definition of terminal model first.
Definition 3. M |M |1||K Terminal Model
In the M |M |1||K queue model that is shown in Fig. 2, there
are K system users sitting behind their terminals. These users
send requests after exponentially distributed think time Z with
mean E[Z] = 1/λ (λ, namely arrival rate). The more the users
in the thinking state, the higher the effective completion rate
of the thinkers. Thus, the effective arrival rate of the system is
proportional to the number of thinkers. And so, in the system
model, users are modelled to be infinite servers with each user is
configured with its own server. The requests once are submitted
by the users, only need to wait until the response. The system
completes a job with mean time E[S] = 1/µ (µ, namely service
rate).
Such a terminal model is an example of a closed-queuing
network with a population of K customers circling between
terminals and the server system. In fact, the scheduling
model can be represented by a typical terminal model.
First, according to the M |M |1||K terminal model, com-
putation of T [R(t)] and E[Rs(K)] will be specified in
Propositions 1 and 3.
Proposition 1. The transient response time, T [R(t)], can be
computed over the sum of transient waiting time and transient
service time.
Proof: Based on Definition 3, each scheduling process
can be modelled within a single server system, where each
type of server can only serve one customer at a time.
Thus, the transient response time T [R(t)] at the server
system equals the sum of transient waiting time T [W (t)]
for all customers in the queuing station and the transient
service time T [S(t)] for a single customer in the server,
as T [R(t)] = T [W (t)] + T [S(t)]. Here, the arrival rate is
represented by λ, the service rate by µ, and the transient
queue length by q. The formula for calculating transient
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response time is stated in Eq.(3).
T [R(t)] = T [W (t)] + T [S(t)]
=
q
µ
+
1
µ
=
q + 1
µ
= (q + 1) · E[S] (3)
Next, on the basis of Definition 3 and Proposition 1,
average response time E[Rs(K)] can be measured with a
method known as mean-value analysis that well applies
to generic queuing models, such as our scheduling model.
To obtain the approximation of E[Rs(K)], we need utilize
the expression of system throughput based on the terminal
model, which is specified in Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. The throughput X(K) of system can be formu-
lated with average response time E[Rs(K)].
Proof: First of all, we should address the average re-
sponse time at terminals E[Rt] and at the server system
E[Rs(K)]. In an infinite-server queuing station, every job
has its server; thus there is no occurrence of queuing or
waiting. Therefore, E[Rt] = E[Z], which is independent
to the number of K customers actually present. For pro-
cessing the server system, however, the average response
time depends on the number of K customers. To compute
E[Rs(K)], the average circle time should be introduced here
as E[C(K)] = E[Rt] + E[Rs(K)] = E[Z] + E[Rs(K)].
Here, E[C(K)] expresses the mean time for a customer to go
through the cycle of the think-serve once. The throughput
X[K] can now be represented as K/E[C(K)], which is
the product of the frequency with users cycle 1/E[C(K)]
and the number of users K. Hence, combining above two
expressions, we obtain Eq.(4).
X[K] =
K
E[C(K)]
=
K
E[Z] + E[Rs(K)]
(4)
Additionally, the computation of average response time,
E[Rs(K)], is defined in Proposition 3.
Proposition 3. The average response time, E[Rs(K)], obtains
its approximating formulation in the condition of large-scale K
and Proposition 2.
Proof: From Eq.(4) of Proposition 2, we derive the re-
sponse time law shown as:
E[Rs(K)] =
K
X[K]
− E[Z] (5)
As we know, the throughput X[K] equals the product of
the server-busy probability and the service rate of system,
as X[K] = (1 − p0) · µ = (1 − p0)/E[S], in which p0 is
the probability of server-idle. However, if we change the
value of K, p0 also changes; thus, p0 should be considered a
function ofK. Therefore, Eq.(5) is converted to the following
expression:
E[Rs(K)] =
K · E[S]
1− p0(K) − E[Z] (6)
The aim is to model scheduling process with a massive
number of tasks in the system and so the value of K is set
on a large scale. For a large K, the idle fraction is very small
so that the denominator 1 − p0(K) will approach 1. Conse-
quently, based on Eq.(6), the approximation of E[Rs(K)] is
obtained as follows:
E[Rs(K)]K · E[S]− E[Z] (7)
Finally, we have both the transient response time T [R(t)]
in Lemma 1 and the average response time E[Rs(K)] in
Lemma 3. Hence, the decision function DFTDS(t) of TDS
algorithm, which is noted in Eq.(2), can be reformulated as:
DFTDS(t) =
E[Rs(K)]
T [R]
=
K · E[S]− E[Z]
(q + 1) · E(S) (8)
In Eq.(8), all parameters are specified with constant values;
thus, the value of DFTDS(t) is computed in real time and
used for scheduling decision support.
4.3 Algorithm Analysis: QDS and TDS
To effectively utilize QDS and TDS algorithms, their per-
formance need be analysed theoretically. Suppose the het-
erogeneous system environment is considered with two
main factors: the varying task arrivals (i.e., using a varying
lambda) and server capability (i.e., using a varying µ).
Regarding Definitions 1 and 2, the crucial sections of
p(Q) and p(T ) are T [Q(t)] and T [R(t)], respectively, which
are two dynamic factors affecting the value of decision func-
tion. Increased values of these factors, T [Q(t)] and T [R(t)],
represent the growing waiting queue and response time,
which lead to the decrease of their corresponding decision
functions. Thus, both algorithms will reduce the dispatching
tasks to a related server.
Under a heterogeneous system, on one hand, when
only task arrivals (i.e., λ) are changing, T [R(t)] is linearly
proportional to T [Q(t)] because of the unchanging server
capability (i.e., µ). Both T [Q(t)] and T [R(t)] vary with
the changing λ. Hence, two algorithms should have close
performance, but p(Q) should be a bit better due to its
efficient calculation by only observing the waiting queue of
each server; nevertheless, p(T ) need calculate both average
and transient response time. On the other hand, when only
server capability (i.e., µ) is varying, the service time span
of each task is no longer the same owing to the varying µ.
Larger µ generates a faster service time (i.e., 1/µ), on the
contrary, longer service time. As a result, if a queue has
less waiting tasks but in a lower-rate server, it is possible
that there is relatively longer response time in this server;
however, another server with larger µ might provide faster
response even it has a longer waiting queue. In this situ-
ation, it is not accurate to decide an allocation based on
the transient queue length of each server, namely algorithm
p(Q). Hence, algorithm p(T ) should be better in such a
condition.
Furthermore, according to Definition 1, p(Q) is designed
on calculation with a transient queue length of a server. Sim-
ilarly, from Proposition 3, p(T ) generates a decision value
on the basis of a ratio of average response time E[Rs(K)]
and transient response time T [R], in which E[Rs(K)] is
calculated from a set of constant system parameters and
T [R] can be obtained from a transient queue length of the
server. Thus, both p(Q) and p(T ) generate their decision
results only depending on the dynamic transient queue
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length that can be observed with an one-time operation.
Hence, two algorithms have the same time complexityO(1).
For this reason, the HDSS does not consider the difference
of time complexity between two algorithms when design
decision support algorithm DSF in Algorithm 1.
According to above analysis, to adaptive a heteroge-
neous system, both two conditions (i.e., varying λ and µ)
must be considered by jointly using two algorithms as a
hybrid scheme that will be detailed in next section.
5 HYBRID DYNAMIC SCHEDULING SCHEME
The VEC system usually has heterogeneous system condi-
tions including changing task arrivals and service capability
due to the mobility of vehicles. During rush hours, vehi-
cles move slower so that both task requests and vehicular
resources remain relatively stable distribution. However, on
a clear and open road, vehicles move fast, which causes a
frequently changing distribution of task requests and ser-
vice resources. Hence, such situation brings forward higher
demand to scheduling process. For the reason, this section
aims to design a QoS-aware hybrid dynamic scheduling
scheme (HDSS) by aggregating multiple scheduling algo-
rithms to adapt heterogeneous system conditions.
HDSS is a scheme with multiple scheduling algorithms,
which consists of two modules: a Decision-support Module
(DSM) and a Task Scheduling Module (TSM).
In HDSS, DSM is represented by a decision support
function, DSF (v1, v2), which is used to decide the key
factor that affects system environment by comparing two
input values and then output the decision result vout. The
input values of DSF are generated from another function
V ar(r) that is defined to measure the dispersion of a given
probability distribution, such as a distribution of task arrival
rates or a distribution of service rates. A larger value of
V ar(r) denotes higher degree of dispersion; rather, smaller
V ar(r), lower dispersion. In the scheme, V ar(r) is con-
ducted on calculation of coefficient of variation (CV), which
will be introduced in scheme details. Based on the results
of DSF (v1, v2), DSM selects an optimal algorithm (either
QDS or TDS); thereafter, TSM conducts task scheduling with
the selected algorithm. A complete description of HDSS is
shown in Algorithm 1.
As defined in Algorithm 1, in Step 1, HDSS first ini-
tializes the system by specifying conditions of job streams
and server systems. Step 2 evaluates system environments
by calculating CVs (i.e., CVλ and CVµ) based on two key
system factors: arrival rate λ and service rate µ. Higher
value of CV represents a dominant position of this factor in
the system. Thereafter, in Step 3, DSM applies the decision
support function DSF (v1, v2) to determine the selection of
scheduling algorithms. According to the analysis in Section
4.3, the scheme is designed as: if the variation of arrival
rates affects the system relatively more (i.e., CVλ > CVµ),
QDS algorithm will be selected; conversely, if service rate
has more influence on the system (i.e., CVλ < CVµ), the
scheme will adopt TDS algorithm. Finally, in Step 4, TSM
implements scheduling operation based on the decision of
DSM. The reason of such assumption will be verified in the
following performance evaluation section.
Fig. 3. Scheduling Model Framework with Different Types of Tasks
6 PEPA-BASED SCHEDULING MODELS
In the section, a general scheduling model is built with
a novel formal method – PEPA (Performance Evaluation
Process Algebra), which is a high-level model specification
language, defined by Hillston [31]. In contrast to classical
process algebras, each activity of PEPA is defined with a
random duration following exponential distribution. Due
to the memoryless property of exponential distribution, the
stochastic process indicated by PEPA has the Markov prop-
erty. Hence the underlying stochastic process is a CTMC.
6.1 PEPA Syntax
PEPA is used as our modelling tool owing to its superi-
ority in: Formality, PEPA language has a structured oper-
ational semantics and provides a formal interpretation for
all expressions; Compositionality, the compositional nature
provides the ability to model a system as the interaction of
subsystems; Abstraction, PEPA is able to construct complex
models from detailed system components, disregarding the
details when it is appropriate to do so. The syntax of PEPA
is given as:
P ::= (a, λ).P | P +Q | P 〈L〉Q | P | Q | A,
which involves four combinators: Prefix: (α, r).P : Prefix is
a basic mechanism describing system behaviours; Choice:
P + Q: The component P + Q represents a competition
between two components; Cooperation: P ./
L
Q: The coop-
eration combinator describes the synchronisation of P and
Q over the activities in the cooperation set L; Hiding: P/L:
Hiding makes the activities whose action types are in L
invisible for an external observer; Constant: A def= P : The
last part of this statement P ::= A identifies a component P
with a constant value A.
6.2 Scheduling Model Framework
To represent scheduling process, we first describe a sys-
tem framework to build a general scheduling process that
is depicted in Fig. 3. The framework holds all types of
queuing tasks in an initial state Tidle, and also remains two
assumptions: system provides two types of services noted as
Pros1 and Pros2; and, three types of tasks consisting of a
Single-type Task (ST ) requiring Pros1 service only, another
Single-type Task (ST ′) requiring Pros2 service only and a
Complex-type Task (CT ) requiring both Pros1 and Pros2.
All Single-type Tasks (ST and ST ′) change their states
from STidle and ST ′idle to STend by conducting their corre-
sponding services (either Pros1 or Pros2), and then switch
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Algorithm 1: Hybrid Dynamic Scheduling Scheme – HDSS
Input: J (a set of jobs); S (a set of servers).
Output: Dynamic Scheduling Operation
1 Step 1: System Initialization ;
2 Specify ∀jk ∈ J, jk =< k, v, λ, p >, (k = 1, 2, · · · , n), and ∀si ∈ S, si =< i, v, µ >, (i = 1, 2, · · · ,m) ;
3 Step 2: System Environment Evaluation Based on Coefficient of Variation (CV) ;
4 while System Running do
5 if System Updated then
6 Calculate Standard Deviation (σ) based on λ and µ: σλ =
√
1
n
∑n
k=1(λk − λ)2; σµ =
√
1
m
∑m
i=1(µi − µ)2;
7 Update Coefficient of Variation (CV): CVλ =
σλ
λ
× 100%; CVµ = σµ
µ
× 100% ;
8 end
9 end
10 Step 3: Decision Support with DSF (v1, v2) ;
11 for each jk in queue, jk ∈ J do
12 if CVλ and CVµ Updated then
13
v1 = V ar(λ) = CVλ
v2 = V ar(µ) = CVµ
}
=⇒ DSF (CVλ, CVµ) = vout =
{
1, if CVλ > CVµ;
0, if CVλ < CVµ.
14 end
15 Step 4: Scheduling Algorithm Selection ;
16 if vout = 1 then
17 Use Scheduling Algorithm QDS: DFQDS(t) = C · 1
T [Q(t)]
18 else
19 Use Scheduling Algorithm TDS: DFTDS(t) =
E[Rs(K)]
T [R]
=
K · E[S]− E[Z]
(q + 1) · E(S)
20 end
21 end
back to their initial state STidle. Nevertheless, the Complex-
type Tasks (CT ) need conduct both operations (i.e., Pros1
and Pros2) in any order, and the states change from CTidle
to CTend via two possible routes either CT1 → CT2 or
CT ′2 → CT ′1. The selection of routes depends on a schedul-
ing model that will be illustrated later.
6.3 PEPA-based Scheduling Models
First, based on the model framework, each type of tasks
is initially defined with a probability p ∈< p0, p1, p2 >
representing each branch of task generating activity. In
the modelling, such probabilities are usually specified with
the statistic figures or prediction of a real-world system.
In other words, the probabilities can be considered the
proportion of each type of tasks. Therefore, the actual rates
of task generating activities can be adjusted by adopting
these probabilities. Thus, the system which will perform
a task-generating action of type send at rate λ, and then
with probability p0, behave as component CT , and with
probability p1 and p2, behave as components ST and ST ′,
respectively, will be defined as a PEPA component TSK
enabling three types of send activities:
TSK
def
= (send, p0 · λ).CTidle
+ (send, p1 · λ).STidle + (send, p2 · λ).ST ′idle.
Second, for each type of tasks, their activities can be
modelled as follows.
Modelling of Single-type Task Component:
STidle
def
= (pros1, µ1).STend;
ST ′idle
def
= (pros2, µ2).STend.
Each single-type task comes from an idle state (either STidle
or ST ′idle) to the end state STend after its corresponding
service process pros1 with rate µ1 or pros2 with rate µ2.
Modelling of Complex-type Task Component:
CTidle
def
= (pros1, µ1).(pros2, µ2).CTend
+ (pros2, µ2).(pros1, µ1).CTend
Each complex-type task completes its operations in the or-
der of action flows: either pros1 → pros2 or pros2 → pros1.
Next, in PEPA models, server components need be de-
fined independently, which are cooperatively used with task
components. These server components can be defined as:
V FCserver 1
def
= (pros1, µ1).V FCserver 1;
V FCserver 2
def
= (pros2, µ2).V FCserver 2.
Third, in the model of complex-type task component,
a scheduling algorithm need be specified to decide which
server should be selected first for the current task on the
basis of system conditions. To address the issue, a hybrid dy-
namic scheduler component HDS is defined in the model,
as follows:
HDS
def
= (Sch QD, ΓQD).HDS + (Sch TD, ΓTD).HDS.
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In above statement, Sch QD and Sch TD represent
two types of scheduling operations based on QDS and
TDS algorithms respectively with their corresponding action
rates ΓQD and ΓTD. To implement dynamic scheduling
algorithms, we need use their related decision functions as
control factors (CF, noted as f ) of action rates ΓQD and ΓTD.
Thus, the HDS statement is altered to a new format:
HDS
def
= (Sch QD, fQD · ΓQD).HDS
+ (Sch TD, fTD · ΓTD).HDS,
where fQD = DFQDS(t) and fTD = DFTDS(t).
To model a scheduling operation, the scheduler com-
ponent HDS need cooperate with the CT component by
updating the preceding statement as:
CTidle
def
=(Sch QD, fQD · ΓQD).(pros1, µ1).(pros2, µ2).CTend
+(Sch QD, fQD · ΓQD).(pros2, µ2).(pros1, µ1).CTend,
which adopts the QDS algorithm for scheduling; and an
alternative type of CT statement is denoted as:
CTidle
def
=(Sch TD, fTD · ΓTD).(pros1, µ1).(pros2, µ2).CTend
+(Sch TD, fTD · ΓTD).(pros2, µ2).(pros1, µ1).CTend,
which uses the TDS algorithm in scheduling process.
Finally, the whole system is represented by joining these
defined components as a global system component, Sys,
which is represented as:
Sys
def
= TSK[n] ./
L
(V FCserver 1[m1]‖V FCserver 2[m2] ‖HDS[m0])
L = {pros1, pros2, Sch QD, Sch TD},
in which TSK cooperatively executes with other compo-
nents by specifying their shared actions in a set L, and
< n,m0,m1,m2 > denote the number of instances of a
corresponding component.
7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To generate performance measuring, a novel fluid analysis
approach is used on a labelled multi-transition system de-
rived from a PEPA model.
7.1 Fluid Flow Approximation
On the structured operational semantical rules [31], a PEPA
model can be regarded as a corresponding multi-transition
system. For each local derivative P or Q, it can either per-
form an activity l that is P l−→ or be obtained by performing
l that is l−→ Q. Here, P is called a pre local derivative of l;
and Q is a post local derivative of l. The local derivative set
that is derived from P after activity l is named the post set
of l from P , which is denoted by post(P, l) = {Q|P l−→ Q}.
Each lP→Q or lω is called a labelled activity. Hence, the set
of all labelled activities is denoted by Alabel.
In the labelled multi-transition system, the transient rates
(rP→Ql ) of a PEPA model are represented by a transient rate
function [32], f(x, l) that means the transient rate function
of action l in state x. If l is an individual activity (e.g., send
action of PEPA model), for each P
(l,rP→Q)−−−−−−→ Q, we have:
f(x, lP→Q) = x[P ] · rP→Ql ,
moreover, if l is a shared action (e.g., pros action) with
the pre-set of l, pre(l) = (P1, P2, · · · , Pk), then for
each (Q1, Q2, · · · , Qk) in post(P1, l) × post(P2, l) × · · · ×
post(Pk, l), the transition rate function of labelled activity
lω (ω = P1 → Q1, P2 → Q2, · · · , Pk → Qk) in state x is:
f(x, lω) =
(
k∏
i=1
rPi→Qil
rl(Pi)
)
min
i∈{1,··· ,k}
{rl(x, Pi)}.
With the transient rate function, a fluid analysis can
be conducted by obtaining a set of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) derived on the basis of a PEPA model
rather than directly solving its underlying CTMC.
The simulation method has drawback of high computa-
tional cost and low efficiency in real-time performance mea-
suring or large-scale performance analysis. Thus, a novel
approach to conduct measures and analysis will be adopted
in this work, which is called Fluid Flow Approximation [33],
generating a continuous state space approximation with
evolution governed by a set of ODEs.
According to the labelled multi-transition system, the
transition rate f(x, l) determines the transition intensity
from state x to state x + l. The system state space is in-
herently discrete with entries in the numerical vector form,
which is incremented or decremented in a single step with
a change in a system state. As explained in [33], with a
large number of components, these steps can be considered
tiny movements between states. Thus, we can approximate
these discrete but tiny steps to be continuous, rather than
happening in discontinuous skips. For the evolution of
numerical state vectors, denoting the state at time t as x(t),
and within a very short time interval δt, the change to the
state vector x(t) can be represented as:
x(·, t+ δt)− x(·, t) = δt
∑
l∈Alabel
lf(x(·, t), l) ,
Taking a limit (δ → 0) after a division by δt, a set of ODEs
can be obtained by:
dx
dt
=
∑
l∈Alabel
lf(x, l) .
7.2 Fluid Analysis Results
To evaluate performance of scheduling algorithms, a set of
parameters need be initialized under the predefined PEPA
model. As mentioned in Section 7.1, a large number of
task instances is required to conduct fluid analysis. Thus,
the total number of tasks is set to 4000 consisting of equal
number of single-service tasks (1000 ST s and 1000 ST ′s)
and multi-service tasks (2000 CT s), and each other com-
ponent has unique instance. Each incoming task will be
queued for scheduling to its destination server based on
the selected dynamic algorithm. To facilitate the modelling,
this task scheduling process is modelled with a ”stop-wait”
mode in the queue. Related rate conditions are given in
Table 2. Each type of task arrivals in system with a equal
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Fig. 7. Comparing QDS and TDS with Unstable Service Rates
rate 400 (Tasks per Time unit), and two processing actions
have their rates to be 120 and 80, respectively. To model
the variation of arrival rates and service rates, different
trigonometric functions (e.g., sin and cos) are used to govern
the fluctuation of rate values.
TABLE 2
Model Parameter Setting
Arrival Rate Value Service Rate Value
λST 400 µ1 120
λST ′ 400 µ2 80
λCT 400
In measurements, we initially compare two dynamic
scheduling algorithms with the random scheduling algo-
rithm under two types of system conditions: task-arrival
rate (λ) varying only and server-service rate (µ) varying
only. For the first type of condition, Figs. 4-5 depict the
changing amount of waiting tasks of three algorithms with
varying arrival rates, in which both dynamic algorithms
can efficiently conduct scheduling process than the random
algorithm based on Fig. 4, and QDS has a bit better per-
formance than TDS due to its relatively stable growth and
lower position in Fig. 5.
Conversely, under the second type of condition, TDS
algorithm has much better performance as shown in Figs.
6-7 representing the number of waiting tasks with varying
service rate. It is worth to mention that the unstable service
rate easily causes serious impact on the waiting queue,
which means the inferior QoS of scheduling especially for
the random algorithm in Fig. 6. However, TDS algorithm,
comparing with QDS in Fig. 7, shows its well performance
in keeping the waiting queue smoother and shorter.
When both λ and µ keep varying in the system, the
selection of dynamic scheduling algorithm depends on the
primary factor, either λ or µ, which affects system stability
more. This will be determined by the proposed decision
support function DSF (v1, v2) in Section 5.
According to the measurements, it is clear that
DSF (v1, v2) defined in Algorithm 1 is reasonable. When
CVλ > CVµ (i.e., conditions in Figs. 4-5) representing that
the varying arrival rate dominates the change of system,
QDS algorithm need be selected because of its efficient and
superior performance; but when CVλ < CVµ (i.e., condi-
tions in Figs. 6-7) representing that the system is affected
more by the varying service rate, TDS algorithm should be
selected as the optimal scheduling solution by the decision
function. In order to demonstrate the performance of the
hybrid scheme HDSS, further analysis will be conducted by
comparing HDSS with another hybrid scheduling scheme in
Section 7.3.
7.3 Performance Comparison
To evaluate the performance of HDSS, it is necessary to
compare it with a similar hybrid algorithm that is a ran-
domized Join-the-Shortest-Queue (R-JSQ) scheme in Ref.
[30]. According to Ref. [30], JSQ algorithm benefits efficient
scheduling operation but needs to observe all active servers
for their queueing situation, which increase costs especially
in large-scale systems. Therefore, a hybrid scheme, i.e. R-
JSQ, is proposed by scheduling tasks with two steps: R-JSQ
first selects two servers uniformly at random from a server
set with a capacity fitting to the given task set; thereafter, it
adopts JSQ algorithm and routes the task to the server that
has the lease number of unfinished tasks among the two
selected servers. R-JSQ is a hybrid scheme of Random and
JSQ algorithms.
To achieve fair comparison, the same model framework
is designed in the experiment, which has two steps: First,
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Fig. 9. Validation of Fluid Analysis through Simulation
classify servers in different groups based on capacity level;
Second, use either R-JSQ and HDSS as the scheduling prin-
ciple, respectively, for two selected servers from the same
group sorted in the first step. Furthermore, in the experi-
ment, a heterogeneous system environment is generated by
modelling arrival streams and server capacity in exponential
distribution with sine-waved means. Evaluation is first con-
duced through the fluid-flow analysis based on their PEPA
models. As the the system condition is set with a greater vi-
bration rate of server capacity, HDSS adopts TDS algorithm
in the scheduling stage, which aims to effectively compare
R-JSQ and HDSS. As shown in Fig. 8, HDSS generates
faster and more stable response than R-JSQ, which means
a superior performance in the condition of heterogeneous
server capacity. To validate the fluid-flow analysis results,
discrete event simulation is also implemented with the same
model framework. Fig. 9 depicts the fact that the fluid-flow
analysis coincides with the simulation results.
8 CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a hybrid dynamic scheduling scheme
towards heterogeneous VEC systems. The HDSS imple-
ments a dual-scheduling framework to adapt different sys-
tem conditions based on two embedded dynamic schedul-
ing algorithms (QDS and TDS).The design of HDSS aims to
solve the drawback of traditional Join-the-Shortest-Queue
algorithm especially in a condition of unstable system ca-
pacity. The proposed response time-based dynamic schedul-
ing algorithm (TDS) can efficiently adjust scheduling in
terms of heterogeneous server capacity. Furthermore, HDSS
is defined as a hybrid scheme by integrating both TDS
and QDS, which can adapt heterogeneous conditions of
servers and arrivals. A decision support function is also
designed to select the optimal scheduling algorithm based
on the current condition of the system. According to the
performance experiments, it is reasonable that HDSS well
suits a heterogeneous system environment especially un-
der the condition of varying server capacity because of
the proposed novel Time-based Dynamic Scheduling (TDS)
algorithm. In addition, the HDSS can also efficiently switch
to another scheduling algorithm with the change of system
conditions in order to gain superior performance.
In the future, cost-efficient scheduling scheme will be
concerned more in large-scale and hybrid-architecture sys-
tems (e.g., mixed cloud-edge systems). Thus, our future
works aims to explore the scheduling scheme by consid-
ering more complex system scenarios. Moreover, further
experiments and benchmark with other newly designed
scheduling algorithms need be conducted to enhance its
performance evaluation.
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